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As you know, the temporary exclusion notice was issued only after Josh continued to challenge the 
expectations set for Josh on his return and only after you issued the following threat: “Absent some 
sort of arrangement…there will likely be an unfortunate and unnecessary conflict tomorrow, as Mr. 
Alexander's position as communicated in my letter to you of January 6 also remains unchanged”.    
The Education Act provides that it is the duty of a principal to maintain proper order and discipline in 
the School and “to refuse to admit to the school or classroom a person whose presence in the school 
or classroom would in the principal’s judgment be detrimental to the physical or mental well-being of 
the pupils”.   The Principal determined that Josh’s presence in the School met this standard.  It is not 
acceptable for Josh to flaunt the Principal’s directions.  
 
In the circumstances, and in face of Josh’s continued defiance of the Principal’s authority in the 
School, the Board will be issuing a Trespass Notice. 
 
In addition, based on Josh’s conduct at St. Joseph’s today, the Principal will be issuing a further 
disciplinary suspension on the grounds of Josh’s “persistent opposition to authority”. These grounds 
will be detailed in the notice of suspension. 
 
We will be communicating with you and Josh’s parents shortly on next steps.  In the interim, we would 
ask that Josh cooperate with the Principal’s direction not to attend school while we are working 
through these issues. 
 
Finally, we understand that Board correspondence to Josh has been published on the Liberty 
Coalition Canada website, along with other statements regarding the current situation.  Please be 
advised that you do not have permission to publish this communication. Further, this letter is subject 
to copyright protections. 
 
We note that the statements posted regarding the current situation are false, misleading and 
potentially defamatory. Contrary to what is suggested, Board staff have acted in good faith, performed 
their duties diligently and conducted themselves with the highest degree of competence. More 
specifically, School administrators have acted within the scope of the Education Act, as well as 
relevant Board policies.   
 
Yours truly,  
EMOND HARNDEN LLP  
Per: 

     
Jennifer Birrell     Patrick Twagirayezu 
JEB/sjb 
 
 
cc.   
 Renfrew County Catholic District School Board 




